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UTILITY BILLING SOLUTION
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With its intuitive design and scalability, the Hexagon US

When integrated with a Utility Monitoring and Control System

Federal Utility Billing Solution (UBS) enables public works and

(UMCS) or networked smart meters, the monthly bill and mock

other organizations to quickly implement and integrate an

bill generation process can be accomplished in minutes rather

easy-to-use utility billing component to their existing system

than days. UBS can also import meter readings captured

or as a part of an improved utility billing program.

in most formats and mobile devices. Customer accounts,
rates, commodities, and other business rules are scalable

INTEGRATED, SCALABLE SOLUTION
Federal, state and local government public works and
other utility providing organizations work hard to keep their
customers connected to the resources required for today’s
way of life. However, reclaiming the costs of these resources
can be complex and expensive. Many of these organizations
spend multiple man-years to capture meter readings and
generate bills monthly with varying business rules, or they do
not have an effective method to educate non-reimbursable
customers on the valuable utility commodities being
consumed. With existing processes and systems unable to
handle the ever-growing demand, utility providers need an
easily integrated, scalable, and intuitive solution for collecting
meter readings, generating bills and mock bills, and reporting
utility usage trends and data.
UBS simplifies this in an affordable component that easily
integrates with existing systems and, with its intuitive design,
UBS can be implemented locally within one billing cycle.

and configurable for any organization. All of this equates to a
billing solution that requires minimal overhead resources and
delivers accurate billing and a high return on investment, with

[]
typical payback within the first year.

All of this equates to a
billing solution that requires
minimal overhead resources
and delivers accurate
billing and a high return on
investment, with typical
payback within the first year.

Our UBS implementation experts can migrate historical data

so your organization can quickly begin to generate trend data
on the UBS dashboard for energy management decision
making and energy awareness programs. This maximizes
return on investment through better cost-conscious decisions
and customer education. UBS has brought success to
U.S. Army installations by reducing resources required for
the billing process and improving energy awareness among
installation soldiers and tenants. Contact Hexagon today so
we can help your organization be successful in efficient utility
billing and achieving NetZero goals.

KEY BENEFITS
1. Integrates seamlessly with existing smart meter or
traditional meter systems
2. Scalable to any size organization
3. Configurable to local business rules and algorithms
4. Tablet friendly forms for manual capturing of readings
5. Affordable solution with high average return on
investment and quick payback
6. Generates bills for reimbursable utility customers or mock
bills for non-reimbursable programs
7. Meter data is auto-imported from a smart meter system,
uploaded from files, or manual input into UBS
8. Tools for simple searching, analysis, and reporting of
utility data
9. Exportable utility usage trend graphs for easy
development of professional presentations and technical
reports
10. U.S. Army Networthiness Certified (#201620337)
11. Available on U.S. Army contract vehicle CHESS-IT

SERVICES OFFERED

Areas for services include production management,
environmental management, real property management,
geospatial management, energy management, and
endangered species management.
Hexagon has implemented automated processes at a number
of U.S. military installations for monitoring and managing
workforce production, real property records, energy and
environmental conservation programs, and geospatial
requirements. All Hexagon` software products contain
user-friendly reporting capabilities that are specialized for

Hexagon offers a wide range of services to support our

each subject matter area and are easily adaptable to your

solutions that assist your installation and energy management

installation’s needs.

initiatives. We employ a combination of expert consulting and
industry-standard software to help you increase productivity

Contact Us

and cut costs while meeting your business objectives and
complying with executive reporting requirements and
initiatives.
Our solutions and services:

Email: info@hexagonusfederal.com
Tel: +1 800 747 2232
hexagonusfederal.com

• Help you streamline workflow processes;
• Enable fast and accurate reporting;
• Facilitate standards compliance; and
• Open up a host of other improvements, all of which
maximize your efficiency and support operational
sustainability goals.
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